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THE VOLUNTARY EXILE OF FREE NEGROES
OF PENSACOLA
BY RUTH B. BARR

AND

M ODESTE HARGIS

Longfellow immortalized the banishment of the
Arcadians, yet a voluntary expatriation equally as
touching received only a brief notice in a Pensacola
newspaper of 1857:
The Exodus:-On Tuesday last thirty five
free colored persons took their departure from
this city for Tampico, and in a few days the
balance who are still remaining will also leave.
for the same place. It was a painful sight to
see them parting from their friends and their
native country to seek homes in a foreign land.
They take with them the sympathy of all our
citizens on account of the causes which have
lead them to leave us, and also their best wishes
for their future happiness and prosperity in
their new home. 1
In the Port of Pensacola column of the same date
is listed the clearance of the Schooner Pinta - Latham, Master - for Tampico by Keyser, McVoy and
Co. with a cargo of 6200 feet of lumber and 26,325
shingles.
To understand why this little band and others
left Pensacola, and so aroused the sympathy of
Pensacolians, it is necessary to know something of
the history of a class of free negroes, known in
Pensacola as creoles. By law, every person, other
than a negro, who had one fourth part or more of
negro blood, was deemed a mulatto. 2 In the par1. Pensacola Gazette, April 4, 1857.
2. John P. Duval, Compilation of the Public Acts of the Legislative Council of the Territory of Florida Passed prior to
1840, (Tallahassee, 1839).
The term creole is used with a different meaning in New
Orleans.
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lance of the day such terms as quadroon, octaroon,
and griffe were used; but there was a class, which
by its predominance of Spanish blood, termed itself and were termed creoles.
The free colored people of Pensacola had long
formed a respected property-owning class. As the
question of abolition came to the fore, more stringent laws were passed throughout the southern
states with regard to slaves and free colored people,
and Florida was no exception.
A Territorial law of 1828 provided “That no free
negro or mulatto (except in the cities of St.
Augustine or Pensacola, and in which cities they
shall be governed by the ordinances of the corporation) shall be suffered to keep or carry any firelock of any kind, or military or other weapons. . . .
without first obtaining a license from a justice of
the peace of the county or corporation in which he
resides . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Another exception was made for Pensacola and
St. Augustine in the law which provided “That if
any master or employer of a slave shall license such
slave to go at large and trade as a freeman ,............
the master or employer shall forfeit and pay the
4
sum of $50.00 to the County Treasurer . . . . . . . . . . . . ;“
In only the two above mentioned cities could any
person permit a slave held by him as a trustee or
guardian to hire himself out without being subject
to a $50.00 fine. 5
As early as 1829 the number of free colored and
mulattoes was limited to those already in the territory.6 Limitation by an act of 1832 provided as a
penalty for any free negro or mulatto who migrated
3.
4.
5.
6.

Ibid., p. 218
Ibid., 219.
Ibid.
Ibid., 225.
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5
into the territory and returned a second time that
the offender should be subject to be sold at public
sale to the highest bidder for a term of five years. 7
An act of 1846 provided that any captain or
master of a vessel who brought any free negro or
mulatto into Key West was subject to a fine of $100
for each person so brought in. Shipwreck was the
only case in which exception was made. 8
In 1848 it was provided that the free negro crews
of all vessels arriving in the port of Apalachicola
could remain on board the vessel without being arrested, provided the master or captain did not allow such vessel to anchor nearer than five miles
to the city of Apalachicola, or allow such negro
crews to have communication with any other vessel,
or land upon the shores of said port or bay, unless
by shipwreck or other providential cause. 9
In 1854 provision was made for the arrival in the
Port of Key West of disabled vessels having free
negro crews. Such crews were allowed to remain
on board the vessel or on the wharf by which the
said vessel was lying, but if they were found off the
wharf they were subject to punishment. 10
Other states were just as eager to be rid of free
negroes. This fact was often noted in Florida news11
mentions a
papers. A Tallahassee paper of 1851
proposal in the Virginia constitutional convention
to expel free negroes from the limits of that State.
It quoted the Alabama Journal as saying: “The
opinion in Alabama is quite equivalent, that the free
negro population is the most dangerous incendiary
element to our existing institutions of society.
7. Ibid., 231.
8. The Acts and Resolutions of the General Assembly of the
State of Florida, passed at its second session, Nov. 1846 - Jan.
1847, pp. 61-62.
Acts. . .Fourth Session, Nov. 1848 - Jan. 1849, pp. 70-71,
9.
10. Acts . . Seventh Session, Nov. 1854, p. 58.
11. Floridian and Journal, Tallahassee Jan. 11th., 1851.
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6
Their example is prejudicial on the slaves, and the
opinion is very general that the steps adopted by
Virginia, to remove them, would be the best policy
which could be pursued here.”
Later in the same year the Floridian and Journal
of Tallahassee, 12 mentioned the case of Ohio, whose
fields were inviting to emancipated slaves. Four
hundred emancipated slaves of John Randolph were
taken to Mercer County through an agent, but were
mobbed and driven off. At a large meeting the
citizens of that place resolved: “That we will not
live amongst negroes: as we settled here first, we
are fully determined that we will resist the settlement of blacks and mulattoes in this County to the
full extent of our means-the bayonet not excepted.”
And again: “Resolved, That we who are here
assembled pledge ourselves not to employ or trade
with any black or mulatto person in any manner
whatever, or to permit them to have any grinding
done at our mills after the first of January next.”
It was also stated that the lately revised constitution of Ohio provided that no negro or mulatto
should come into the State; and that the recently
amended constitution of Indiana excluded negroes
and mulattoes in a manner similar to that of Ohio.
Throughout the whole period 1821-1850, the total
number of free colored in-Florida remained virtually stationary, as shown in the census returns, viz. 13
Federal Census
white
18,385
1830
1840
27,943
47,203
1850

slaves
15,501
25,717
39,310

free colored
844
817
932

12. Floridian and Journal, June 14, 1851.
13. R. M. Harper. “Antebellum Census Enumerations in Florida.” Florida Historical Society Quarterly VI, 42-52.
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1855 (State census) No report for Duval County
804
49,526
60,439
1860. (Fed. census)
932
61,745
77,747
Unwanted by the whites, feared by slave owners,
and hedged about by laws and by penalties which
he probably could not pay, the free negro or mulatto
seemed less fortunate than the slave of a kind
master.
In 1858 an act 14 was passed permitting free persons of African descent to elect their own masters
and become slaves:
Sec. 1. That it shall be lawful for any free person of African
descent now in this State, or who may hereafter be within its
limits, being over the age of fourteen years, to choose his or
her own master or mistress. . . . . .
Sec. 2. Such person may file a petition in the Circuit Court
of the county in which he or she resides, setting forth his or her
desire to choose a master, which petition shall be signed by the
Judge of Probate for and in his behalf, and thereupon the Clerk
of the Court shall, after four weeks notice, posted upon the Court
House door, issue a summons as well to the petitioner as to the
proposed master or mistress, citing them to appear before the
Court, at the term next succeeding said notice.
Sec. 3. That upon appearance before the Court or Judge thereof at chambers of all the parties, he shall proceed to examine
each separately. . . . and if, upon such examination, the Judge
shall be of opinion that said petitioner has made a judicious
choice of a master or mistress,. . . . . he shall grant the prayer
of the petitioner. . . . . from that time the petitioner shall become the property and slave of the master or mistress so
chosen. . . . . .

In 1861 the records of the Escambia Circuit Court
show two voluntary petitions of free negroes asking
to go into slavery, to wit : 15
To His Honor Allen H. Bush Judge of said court.
The petition of Florida Bright a free mulatto
respectfully shows unto your honor that your
petitioner is a resident of the County and State
aforesaid; that she is desirous of going into the
14. Acts. . . . . Ninth Session, 1858-59, p. 13.
15. Disposed Case No. 2228 (Circuit Court).
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state of slavery: that she has, subject to the
approval of your Honor, selected her future
master Captain Walter L. Cozzens, of the City
of Pensacola, in said County; and she humbly
prays that her selection of the said Captain
Walter L. Cozzens to be her future master may
be confirmed by the decree of the Hon. Court.
Filed June 24, 1861
F. E de la Rua
Clerk of Court
For Petitioner Florida Bright
C. N. Jordan
Judge of the Probate Court
Escambia County
A similar petition of George Gowan, a free mulatto, asked to have Capt. Walter L. Cozzens as his
master also.
In 1845 the State of Florida assessed upon every
freeman of color between the ages of twenty-one
and sixty years a tax of three dollars. Contrast
this with the tax of fifty cents levied upon each
slave or white male inhabitant of the same age. 16
In cases of collection of judgment against free
persons of color, the defendant, when unable to pay
out said judgment, was subject to be sold publicly
as a slave for a certain period of time. If he ran
away and were caught, his time of servitude was
doubled. However, this law did not apply to free
negroes who were residents of Florida previous to
its cession to the United States.
Picture the people of Pensacola and St. Augustine
tempering laws which were created not for the law
abiding creoles but to restrain free negroes who
might excite discontent among slaves and foment
16. Acts, 1845, pp. 21, 63 64.
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trouble between the races. As the Civil War drew
near it became more difficult for those two towns
to evade laws which were general in their application.
In 1848 it was enacted by the General Assembly
of Florida : “That from and after the passage of
this Act, free negroes and free mulattoes over the
age of twelve years, shall be required to have a
Guardian, who may be selected by the free negro or
free mulatto. And in case such free negro, or free
children, shall be minors under the age of ten years,
it shall be lawful for the father or mother, as the
case may be, to choose a guardian for the same;
and in all cases whatever the person chosen for
guardian shall go before the judge of Probate of
the county in which he or she may reside, and it
shall be the duty of the judge of probate, if he shall
be satisfied as to the fitness of such person, to give
a certificate under his seal of office to the person
so chosen as guardian; for which services the said
judge of probate shall be entiled to the sum of three
dollars, to be paid by such guardian.”
Section two provided, “that all guardians of free
negroes, or free mulattoes, shall have power to sue
for and recover all such sums of money as are or
may hereafter be owing to such free negro, or free
mulatto, and shall have the same control over such
free negroes, or free mulattoes as is possessed by
guardians in other cases. " 17
Thus far only one record of the process of the
making of a guardianship has been located in the
court records of Escambia County. This, the
guardianship paper of Benjamin Bailey, is located
among wills in the records of the Probate Court and
reads as follows:
17. Acts. . . . . .third session, Nov. 1847 - Jan. 1848, p. 27.
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State of Florida, Escambia County
all to whom these present May come. . . .whereas
Benjamin Bailey commonly called. . .Keyser, a free man of
colour and a Citizen of Escambia County and State of Florida,
hath personally appeared before Me and hath applied that Alexander McVoy of the County and State aforesaid be appointed
his Guardian.
Now know ye, that the, said Alexander McVoy is hereby appointed Guardian of the person and property of the said Benjamin
Bailey, with all the rights, powers and privileges
granted to
guardians in such case made and provided by law. 18
Witness, the Hon. Charles N. Jordan Judge of the Court of
Probate of the County of Escambia, State of Florida May 28,
1852 A. D.
Charles N. Jordan Judge of Probabte for Escambia County.

We may surmise that the people of Pensacola,
and perhaps St. Augustine, did not enforce the
guardianship too rigidly, for in 1856 a more stringent act of the Assembly provided that all free
negroes or mulattoes over twelve years of age who
failed to have a guardian as provided by the act
of 1848, were subject to a fine of not less than $10.00.
If the fine were not paid, the Judge of Probate was
authorized to commit the offender to jail until the
fine and costs of proceedings were paid. 19 Further
provision was made to prohibit any persons from
buying or selling to a free negro or mulatto in Florida without the written consent of his guardian. 20
The penalty was a fine of from $100 to $500.
THE EXODUS

Imagine the feelings of these proud free negroes,
some with a large proportion of Spanish blood, who
owned considerable property, served on juries with
their white friends and held a respected place in
18. Probate Will File, 0-46.
19. Acts Nov. 1856, p. 27.
20. Old-timers with whom the writers have talked invariably
speak of the gar-deens.
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community life. 21 Such a guardianship was equivalent to the stigma of slavery and must have been
a severe blow to their pride.
Their white friends sympathized with their distress and offered to become their guardians merely
as a legal formality so as to insure formal compliance with the law. But their pride revolted at
even this nominal mark of servitude and the little
community was a scene of agitation and distress.
The fatal day fixed for compliance drew near and
the situation had to be faced. Many owned their
homes and other property besides; most of them
were bound to their native Pensacola by the attachments of a lifetime.
Expatriation was suggested-a voluntary abandonment of their native land. After discussion, this
was finally accepted with virtual unanimity. Mexico
was decided upon as their future home and they
proceeded resolutely to execute their plans. A vessel was chartered to transport them, and with stout
hearts, though with lamentation on the part of
some, they bade farewell to the land of their birth
and went out to seek new homes. 22
As the vessel moved away from Palafox wharf,
the mother of Athalie Gagnet tossed a rock into the
bay, saying, “O, rock, when you come up again,
I’ll come back to Pensacola.” However, after the
Civil War, some of these families returned to their
loved Pensacola, and Athalie Gagnet, known and
21. Book 4, United States District and Superior Court of West
Florida, page 71, John Pons, a juryman.
Deed Book 0, page 185, Maria Rosaria (free woman of
color) gives slaves to her son, John Pons.
Same, Book 4 mentioned above, page 64, Antonio Collins
sworn as Grand Juror.
Deed Book, Francisco Collins was guardian of Antonio
Collins.
22. An account in a Pensacola newspaper of a date about 1900,
unsigned but believed to be written by W. E. Anderson,
mayor and life-long resident of Pensacola.
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loved by many of the older Pensacolians, is buried
in St. Michael’s cemetery, (the burying-ground of
Pensacola’s whites for more than one hundred
years) in the plot with the white family for whom
she worked so long.
Shortly after the sailing of the Pinta with the
first company, the Pensacola Gazette carried a notice of Knapp and Gonzalez of the sailing of the
A No. 1 Schooner William, Captain Page, having
good accommodation for passengers, leaving Pensacola for Tampico on or about the first day of August,
for freight or passage. As there was likely no
other passenger traffic, it seems probable that the
remainder of the free colored people who emigrated
went on the Schooner William. 23 The only other
information found on the sailing of the Schooner
William was a listing in the Gazette of September
Schooner William, Page, Cardenas,
5, 1857:
cleared.
Some of these people, less high-spirited perhaps,
preferred to remain in Pensacola under a guardian,
for Escambia County Deed Books show frequent
records of the operation of guardianship procedure.
The majority of these were in 1857 and 1858. Some
examples follow :
I, Zenon Souchet, as guardian of Euphrosine Hinard, a free
woman of color of the county of Escambia, do hereby consent
to her buying from and selling to any person or persons any
real, personal, or chattel property in the
county aforesaid for
the term of twelve months from date. 24

Some permissions granted were more specific.
Carmalite Ordognes, free woman of color acting by
and under written consent of her guardian Joseph
Gagnet (which said written consent is a matter of
23. Pemacola Gazette, July 4, 1857.
24. Escambia County Deeds. Book M p. 422.
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record in the clerk’s office Escambia County) sold
to Wm. F. Lee lot 74. . .for $785. 25
Marianna Domingues, free woman of color, acting under and with written consent of her guardian
Zenon Souchet was allowed to sell slaves, Virginia,
a negro woman, and her child of 18 months for
$1200. 26
Lawsuits of free colored people were also carried on with consent of guardians. For example,
“Philamena Paris, a free woman of color, by her
guardian, Celestino Gonzalez, complained of Charlotte Etienne, that Charlotte Etienne was indebted
to her, Philamena, for $600, for the wages or salary
of said Philamena before that time. . for the services of said Philamena by her before done and
performed as the hired servant of Charlotte
Etienne.“ 27
It is interesting to note that Charlotte Etienne
who was alleged to have done the hiring, also had
a guardian, Peter Gonzalez. 28
LIST OF GUARDIANSHIPS :
Guardians
Free people of color
Francisco Moreno .................................... Isabella and Maria Durant
Celestino Gonzalez .................................... Philamena Paris, Case 1709
Peter Gonzalez .................................... Charlotte Etienne, Book M, Deeds
Sebastian Barrios .................................... Maria Navarro, M 472, Deeds
Sebastian Barrios .................................... Maria Rosaria, O-5
Sebastian Barrios....Fernando and Severino Barrios, Deeds P 217
Miguel Quigles .............................................................. John Panton
Francis Bobe .................................... Francisco Cassiano, Deeds N 106
Francis B. Bobe .................................... Celeste Panton, N 108
Zenon Souchet ............................................................ Felicite Campo
Zenon Souchet .................................... Marianna Domingues
Zenon Souchet .................................... Euphrosine Hinard
F. E. de la Rua .................................... Miguel P. Soto and Manuella
F. E. de la Rua .................................... Adele Noriega
Joseph Gagnet .................................... Carmalite Ordognes
Francisco Collins .................................... Joseph Collins and Mary Ann
Francisco Collins .................... Antoine Collins and Arthemis, his wife
25.
26.
27.
28.

Ibid., p. 424.
Ibid., p. 100.
Disposed Case No. 1709 (Circuit Court Files).
Pensacola Commercial Nov. 24, (masthead 23rd) 1883.
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Joseph Fornaris .................................... Louise Palao, N 55, Deeds
Dillon Jordan .................................... Joseph Ruby, N 190, Deeds
Joseph Sierra .................................... Benjamin Ruby Case 2154
B. D. Wright .................................... Raimon Lambert and Cornelia

Obituary notices attest the respect in which these
people were held:
DIED. . . in the 105th year of her age, Louise
Reggio. The deceased was a colored woman, and
to many she was better known as Louise Parellas.
Generations have flourished and passed away in her
time, and there are those living today who have
reached that period called “the seer and yellow
leaf” who remember Louise as an old woman when
they were children. There are hundreds in our city
who will recall with pleasure the time when the old
29
"coffee woman” served them in years gone by.
DIED. . . John Rigo. The deceased was a native
of Pensacola, being a quadroon and a descendant
of one of the earliest settlers. John Rigo enjoyed
the respect and confidence of all who knew him, and
the confidence was made manifest on more than one
occasion by his elevation to places of public trust.

There are living today in Pensacola several
families whose ancestors went into voluntary exile
to Tampico (or “Topeka,” as they call it). In one
known instance romance was the result, for shortly
after arriving in Mexico, one of the emigrants fell
in love with and married a Mexican girl. When
they returned to Pensacola, a daughter ten years
old returned with them. Today this daughter,
Carmalite Borras, well remembers some incidents
of her childhood life in “Topeka”.
According to the recollections of one old Pensacolian, some of the emigrants went to Haiti, but no
record has been found to substantiate this.
29. Florida Sentinel, Tallahassee, July 1st., 1871.
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A MAP OF THE ROAD FROM PENSACOLA TO
ST. AUGUSTINE, 1778

1

I
1
)
I
I
I

The attention of students of Florida history is called to the
Stuart-Purcell map of the road from Pensacola to St. Augustine,
which was brought to the writer’s notice by Dr. John R. Swanton.
Considered both from the standpoint of the representation of
topography, as well as the descriptive legend, it is the outstanding available account of the interior of western and much of
northern Florida in the British colonial period.
The original exists in the Public Record Office, London, where
it is found among the Colonial Office maps, Florida, number
54; while a photostatic copy is found in the Map Division of
the Library of Congress. The map is large, measuring about
eight and one half feet in length by two and one third in width.
The representation of the roads gives every indication that their
course was traced by a careful traverse.
Portions of the map are reproduced in the following series of
nine plates, which reproduce the portion showing the actual
route. The encircled key numbers on either side of each plate
indicate where it joins to the plates which precede and follow.
The location of the Indian towns along the course of the roads
is a valuable feature, as well as the delimitation of the “old
fields” of the first Spanish period. The representation of Tallahasa Taloofa at approximately the location of the present city
of Tallahasee is the earliest thus far discovered and emphasizes
the antiquity of the name which this site still bears. If any
road through Florida might be called The Old Spanish Trail it
would be this one. Mark F. Boyd.
TITLE IN CARTOUCHE
A Map of the Road from Pensacola in West Florida to St.
Augustine in East Florida. From a Survey made by order of
the late Hon. Col. John Stuart, Esq. His Majesty’s Superintendent of Indian Affairs, Southern District in 1778.
By Joseph Purcell
Itinerary along the roads from Pensacola towards St. Augustine.
Miles
3
9
Mount Pleasant, on the East Side of Pensa2
k”
cola Bay, By Water ____........___..................... 15
2
2
g
Weelustee
or
Black
Water
_..____....__.__._..________
3%
G
2
B
Weehihehaga or Clear-Water __.__..___.___._.___.... 61/2
3
s $
Weeknsupka or Cold-Water ..: ..__._..___..___......... 3%
u
ii
22
Tallahatchee or Palmeta Creek . . . .._..___...._____ 7s/z
T$
Fukechattelegge or Red-Clay Creek ___...______ 17
5,
.2 *$J
m
Weelanutchee or Little Yellow River . ..__.._ 9%
Weelanee or Yellow-Water __._________________........ 2%
2
0)
Fork of the Lower Creek Trading Path...... 14%
79%
5
3
2

Sy,
Great Pond . . . . ..__...___.___._...............~......................
Underground Creek __............__..__...................... 12%
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Miles
Fishing Creek .................................... 9 1/4
Old Coosada Town on the East Side of
Chacta Hatchee .................................... 18 3/4

125 3/4

Hatchee Thlacko or Big Creek ................... 11 1/2
Weekaywee Hatchee or Spring Creek .............. 11 1/2
Coosa Old Fields .................................... 6 1/4

155

East Branch of Chanpooly or Sweet River 16 1/2
Ekana Chatte or Red Ground ................... 14 1/2

186

The Springs ............................................. 16 1/2
Burges’s on the East side of Flint River..... 9

211

Forks of the Harmonia Path ......................... 7 1/2
Weethlakutchee or Little Big Creek ............. 11 3/4
Okalocknee River .................................... 8
The great Savannah Okaheepee ............... 1 3/4
Tallahasa Taloofa or Old Field Town ......... 6 3/4
Micasuky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 1/2

219

Assilly River and Fork of St. Pedro Path.... 16 1/2
Little Assilly River .................................... 1 1/2
Bridge river and remains of Spanish
Bridge and Causeway ......................... 12
St. Pedro Pond and Remains of a Fort ...... 4 1/2
Forks of Path .................................... 11 3/4
Stony (?) Creek .................................... 8 1/2
Rio St. Juan de Guacara alias Seguana
River
6 1/4
Spring Old Field ....................................
6
Last Place the River is seen from the Path 11 1/2
Weethatookame at a place where it runs
subterraneous .......................................... 11 1/2
Rio Santa Fe at a place where it runs
subterraneous .................................... 12 1/2
Hekopockee a noted Indian camping place.... 1 1/2
First Branch of Latchua ..................... 4
Cowpen Creek or Last Branch of Latchua 21
Great Savannah .................................... 7 1/2
Westernmost Great Pond ................................ 4
Easternmost Great Pond ............................ 14 1/2
Old Fort of St. Francisco de Pupa, on the
West side of St. John’s R. ...................... 20 1/4
Across the River St. John’s to Fort Picalata 2
St. Augustine .................................... 22 1/4
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263 3/4

295 3/4
312
326 3/4

368 1/4

440
465
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‘
0

Along the Harmonia Path from its Forks Miles
Tootoloosa-hopunga Greek ___ .___.... __-_- -___.___._._._ 3
West Branch of WeethIakutehee or Little
Bie Creek _____. _____________.__ ____________._________.__________. 3%
.East-Branch of Weethlakutchee or Little ‘Big Creek ..p._._. ________._._ ...__
. _______..__..__.._. _._________ 3%
Okalocknee Village on East Side of River 9%
Great (?) Savannah de la Harmonia __._.___ 7%
Fork of Path to the Lower Creeks _... _ --..... 9%
Micasuky ______________________________________________________. _____._ 4

isi

Along the Old Field Path _.__.__ . . . ..46s/a miles
Along the Harmonia Path . . . . . ...41 miles

2
w0
3;;fi
2;

2 .g

!@

41

In favor of the Harmonia Path 53/a miles

4
3
3
8
r5

cd
s
s
3
ii
E
E

Along the upper St. Pedro Path from
Miles
Assilly River
LittleAssilly ______________.______ ______ _____ __.________._____ ___ 11/4
Head Branch of Bridge River _ ______ _ __._.___.___ 5
Fork of St. Pedro Path _________..__._ ______ _._.__. 25

31%

Along the upper
St. Pedro path ..__ ._..._. _ . ..____... 31% miles
Along the lower or main
St. Pedro Path _____.._ -.---29% miles
In favour of the
main path . .._ _ _____ _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..i 3/2 (sic) lys
Along the Trading Path from the Head of
Santa Rosa Bay to Ekanachattee
Miles
By water from Pensacola to the head of
Santa Rosa Bay __._____ _ ___._____._________________ ____.___ 72
Big Creek __________.__._________._._..._.__. ___._._ ..__._ __.._-_ _____ 16%
Southernmost Great Pond ________... _ _______ __._ .__.___ 7ys
Path to the Forks ______________________________.__.____ __________ 12%
S. E. Branch of Ekonfeena _ _____._ _ ____ __._____ .______ 19ya
N. E. Branch of Ekonfeena ___ ___.__ ________ __...__._ __ 5
Chanpooly River at a .place where it
runs subterraneous ____. __.___ ._______ _.._ __._ _____..__._ :. lOY4
Ekanachattee or Red Ground _______._ _____ __._____._ 16%
From Pensacola to Ekanachattee
by way of Santa Rosa Bay......160 miles
By way of Mt. Pleasant .__ .__.___.. 186 miles
In favour of Santa Rosa Bay..-. 26 miles

GENERAL REMARKS

ON THE

Y%e Roach or Path Bet&at
Ekanaehatte is through High
part of the Coosa Old Fields
Low Pine Lands are wet and
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weather, the other parts are dry and firm. The
Path between Mount Pleasant and the Fork of the
Lower Creek Tradeing Path is plain and well Trod,
from hence to Ekanachatte, is small and little trod.
The Range or Food for Cattle and Horses is chiefly
good. Crosses Weelanee and Choctau Hatchee that
are not Fordable; Weelanee has a large swamp on
each side which is overflowed in the Freshes.
Crosses many Creeks that are Fordable when the
waters are low; Weelustee, Weehiheaga, Weekasupka, Talla Hatchie, Fukechattelegga, Weelanutcha, underground and Fishing Creeks, and the
Branches of Chanpooly River, which are not Fordable and their swamps or Lowlands overflowed in
the Freshes and also cosses [crosses] many small
Creeks and Reedy Branches which are always
Fordable. Some of the Reedy Branches are boggy.
On each side of the Path are many Ponds which are
chiefly without water in the Dry Seasons.
Betwixt Ekanachatte and Tallahassa Taloofa, the
Path is through high Pine and Oak lands and the
Appalatchi Old Fields, is Plain and well Trod in
places along old Carriage Roads worn one and two
feet deep. Crosses Chattahutchee and Flint Rivers,
which are not Fordable. Also the Springs, Weethlakutchee and Okalocknee Rivers are not Fordable but
in very dry seasons. Chattahutchee, Flint and
Weethlakutchee Rivers, have swamps with are in
places low and overflowed by the Freshes. Also
Crosses several small Creeks and Branches which
are fordable, and many ponds and small Savannahs
that are full of water and boggy in wet Weather.
The Range or Food in general good.
Betwixt Tallahassa Taloofa and Micasuky, the
path is through Appalatchi Old Fields, Pine and
Oak Lands, in places along old broad Roads worn
one, two and three feet deep, is plain and well Trod.
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Cosses [crosses] several small Branches which are
Fordable but some boggy, many Ponds and small
savannahs of the same Nature as the above. Range
or Food good.
Betwixt Micasucky and Seguana River, the main
St. Pedro Path is through Oak, high and low Pine
lands and St. Pedro Old Fields is plain and well
trod. Crosses Assilly, Little Assilly and Bridge
Rivers which are Fordable but in high freshes.
Assilly and Bridge rivers have wide swamps and
marshes on each side which are chiefly overflowed
in great freshes. Also cosses [crosses] many
small creeks and Branches that are fordable and
many Bay galls and Ponds that are full of water
and boggy in wet weather. The Range middling
good.
Betwixt Seguana and St. John’s Rivers. The path
is throe high and low Pine lands, the spring,
Weechatookamee and Santa Fe Old Fields, is
Plain and well trod. Crosses Seguana River not
Fordable; Weechatookamee and Santa Fe Rivers at
a place where they run subterraneous; also Crosses
many small Creeks and Branches some not fordable
in great freshies; and also many Bay galls and
ponds that are full of water in rainy weather. Betwixt Seguana and Santa Fe on each side of the
path are many Remarkable Rocky Springs from 20
to 30 feet deep, said to run Subterraneous into the
Rivers. Between Santa Fe and St. John’s rivers
on each side of the path are many large deep ponds,
full of Water in which are abundance of Fish; said
to have a communication subterraneous with each
other and with the great Latchua pond. Between
the Easternmost great pond and St. John’s, is low
Pine land, is wet and in places boggy in wet weather. The range middling good.
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Between Fort Picalate, on the East side of St.
John’s River, and St. Augustine, the path is chiefly
throe low Pine lands, part of which is wet and
boggy after great Rains, is plain and well trod.
Crosses many small creeks and branches which have
low swamps, that are full of water in wet weather
but fordable. Range or Food middling good.
The upper path from Assilly River to the forks
of the St. Pedro Path, is throe Oak and low Pine
lands and St. Pedro old fields, is small and little
trod. Crosses the head branches of Bridge River,
and Little Assilly River, not fordable in great
Freshes, also crosses many Ponds and Bay-galls
full of water and boggy in wet weather. Range
middling good.
The Harmonia Path from its Fork to Micasucky
is throe high Pine and Oak lands, is plain and well
trod. Crosses Okalocknee not fordable, two branches
of Weethlakutchee River that are not fordable in
great Freshes, many small Creeks and Branches
that are fordable and a Branch of the Savannah
calle [d] la Harmonia, this savannah is in rainy
weather full of water and is boggy. Range middling
good.
The path betwixt the head of Santa Rosa Bay and
Ekanachatte, is throe high and low Pine and Oak
lands, is plain and well trod. Crosses Chanpooly
River at a place where it runs subterraneous has
on each side a wide swamp which are overflowed
in high Freshes; also Crosses many Creeks and
Branches and Bay-galls which are full of water and
some not fordable in great rains. Between the head
of Santa Rosa Bay and the head branches of
Okchoyee Creek, on each side of the Path are many
large Ponds, that are deep and full of water, have
abundance of fish in them, said to have a subter-
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raneous communication with each other and with
Choctawhatchee. Range good.
ON

THE

LANDS

AND

SOIL.

The Pine Lands commonly called Pine Barrens,
they are high and low; the Soil in general very poor
and sandy. The low in wet weather is chiefly under
water. The high is in places pebbly and stoney,
and is only valuable but for its timber.
The Oak Lands commonly called Hammoks, their
growth is chiefly Oaks, Hickaries and Mulberries
the soil in general is middling good but light; and
in places, as about the Coosa Old Fields, Apalatchi
and St. Pedro the soil is richer and have Walnut
trees and small Canes; appears to be fit for the
culture of Indigo, Corn and Pulse of all kinds.
The Old Fields are variable, those of Appalatchi,
Coosa, St. Pedro and Santa Fe are chiefly grown
up with Oaks, Hickaries, Mulberries, Pines and
small Canes, and in places are hilly. The soil in
places rich and in others light, but in general good.
it. appears to be fit for the culture of Wheat, Indigo,
Tobacco, Indian Corn and Pulse of all kinds. The
other Old Fields are in general grown up with Oaks
and Pines. The soil light and sandy. The Appalatchi and St. Pedro Old Fields bear the marks
of once having been large and flourishing Spanish
settlements, strongly proved by the Ruins of Forts,
Churches, and other buildings; the Cannon and
Church Bells that are found lying about; the Broad
Roads; and by the remains of Causeways and
Bridges that are to be seen to this day.
The Swampy Lands are of different qualities;
those on Choctawhatchie, Chattahutchee, Flint, Appalatchiocoola Rivers are high and low. The growth
of the high is White and Water Oaks, Beetch, Elm,
Sassafras and Canes; the soil rich, some parts are
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overflowed in very high freshes. In places, particularly in the Appalatchi Ocoola River are four
and five miles wide. Appears to be very fit for the
culture of Indigo, Tobacco, Hemp, Flax and Indian
Corn. The growth of the Low is Cypress, Tupulos,
Gums, Oaks and Canes ; the soil Rich but are chiefly
under water but when the Rivers are low. The
other swamps are Generally low, their Growth is
Bays, Gums, Water Oaks, Cypress and Pines, the
soil poor and sandy.
ON THE INDIAN TOWN CAL L E D THE SEMINOLAS OR
WILD PEOPLE BEING COLLONIES FROM THE MUSCOGEES
ALIAS CREEK NATION.
Ekanachatte or Red Ground. Is situated on the
West Bank of Chattahutchee River; consisting of
26 Houses, a Chuko-Thlako or great House, commonly called the Square; 10 Families and 10 Gunmen. The head Man or Chief is named Cockee,
commonly called by the Traders, the Bully.
Tomatly. Is situated on the West side of Appalatchi Ocoola River, half mile from its bank, and
about four miles below its Forks. Consisting of
11 Houses, a square, 6 Families and 14 Gunmen,
the head man’s name is Intalgee.
Hyhappo or Savannah. Is situated five miles and
a half below Tomatly, on the same side of the River
and one mile from its Bank. Consisting of 6 Houses,
4 Families and 6 Gunmen, the head man’s name is
the Tomatly Warrior.
Oklafunee or Coxpur. Is situated on the East
side of Flint River. Consisting of 24 Houses, a
square, 13 Families and 22 Gunmen. The head
man’s Name is Iwanke.
Tallahassee Taloofa or Old Field Town. Is situated in the Appalatchi Old Fields near the head of
Tagabona alias West River of Appalatchi, about 10
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miles northwardly from Fort St. Marks. Consisting of 36 Houses, a square, 16 Families, and 30 Gunmen. The head man’s name is Tonaby.
Micasucky. Is situated on a great Savannah, the
head of the Appalatchi East River. Consisting of
60 Houses, a square, 28 Families and 70 Gunmen.
The head man’s name is Senetahago.
There are also several small villages, consisting
of a few houses and two or three Families each,
which are depending on the Towns.
Besides the above Towns and Villages there are
also others, which I did not visit.
(The entire main road is reproduced following. The scale is
two-thirds of full size.)
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TRANSPORTATION IN TERRITORIAL
FLORIDA
BY ALICE WHITMAN
FOREWORD. Two years ago Florida State College for Women
was the recipient of an annual prize of fifty dollars offered by
Mr. D. H. Redfearn of Miami for the winning essay on a
selected topic in Florida History. The topic for this essay is
selected by Mr. Redfearn with the consultation and advice of
the Department of History of the College. Qualifications for the
competition are broadly drawn because it is not the desire of
the donor nor the department to limit it only to those who are
specializing in history. Students are required to have had merely
sufficient history to familiarize them with historical approach
and method.
The purpose of Mr. Redfearn in offering this prize, which is
one of several given to as many institutions in Florida and
Georgia, is two-fold. One arises from a recollection of his own
student days and his continuing wnderstanding of young people
and their problems. It is a gesture to help them as he was
helped, by making fresh opportunities for them to seize. The
second purpose grows from the active participation in many
phases of economic and political life which have engrossed Mr.
Redfearn’s mature years. This is a changing world and the
ease and effectiveness of those changes which must come will
increase as the knowledge and comprehension of past events is
broadened. The topics selected for the Redfearn prize, it is
hoped, will extend the horizon of the contestants in the heritage
of their commonwealth. As the contest becomes established and
the interest in it grows, such an aim will have a widening application. Miss Whitman’s essay ranks first in this year's contest.
KATHRYN T. ABBEY,
Head of the Department of History, Geography,
and Political Science.

I. Organization of the territory.
The integration of the territory, both within the
boundaries of Florida itself and with the rest of
the United States, preparatory to statehood, depended upon facilities for transportation. Development of the pioneer country during this period was
erratic with inadequate transportation facilities
proving one of its greatest handicaps. The cause
for the slight progress is to be found in a series
of fateful events which struck like a relentless
broom, tearing down the web of enterprise again
and again. And like industrious spiders, the promoters rebuilt their schemes, blindly or patiently,
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upon the same foundations, until a few of the gossamer plans survived, to serve as bases for the
development of the state. Nearly every device for
transportation being experimented with in other
parts of the South during the first half of the nineteenth century was also tried in Florida. And since
the value of the territory was, principally economic,
these activities in transportation aimed at expansion
of the plantation system.
The problem of establishing a civil government in
Florida upon its cession to the United States was
a larger task than realized, for much of its vast area
was an unexplored wilderness. Not only was the
1200 mile coast line unsurveyed and unknown, but
the interior as well impressed the traveler of that
day as being a spiteful enigma of swamps and barrens, with not even Indian trails over most of the
area. Moreover, many of the pioneers to this Indian
border were less citizens of the territory than
temporary inhabitants, and consequently lacked the
self-discipline and public-spiritedness which they
would have felt in a well-regulated community. 1
Progress was made in the face of appalling distances and hardships. Even danger in traveling
was taken as a matter of course.
When East’ Florida delegates made the journey.
to Pensacola for the first session of the legislative
council, scheduled for the second Monday in June
of 1822, they were so delayed in arriving that the
meeting could not be held until July 19. A similar
period of twenty-eight days was consumed the following year when the legislative council met in East
Florida’s capital at St. Augustine. This time there
was added to their tribulations the necessity of
hauling the records of the territory the entire dis1. Sprague, John T., The origin, progress, and conclusion of
the Florida war, (New York, 1848) 5.
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tance from Pensacola to St. Augustine in wagons. 2
Governor Duval agreed with the council that a
remedy must be devised for this expensive inconvenience. Accordingly two commissioners were appointed, one from each town, to decide upon a site
for a new capital. These men were Dr. William H.
Simmons of St. Augustine and John Lee Williams
of Pensacola. They were instructed to take for their
exploration the little-known region between the
Suwanee and Chipola rivers.
The plan was to meet at St. Marks and proceed
together from there, but before this was accomplished the travelers must have exclaimed with Lawrence
Sterne, “I think there is a fatality in it - I seldom
go to the place I set out for.” Dr. Simmons’s trip
from St. Augustine to St. Marks took fifteen days;
Mr. Williams made his way from Pensacola in
twenty-five days. 3
The journals of both men show admirable persistency in the uneven encounter with nature. Even
the more experienced Dr. Simmons got lost in a
maze of trails and wandered about bewildered. He
had set out on September 26, 1823, with two guides,
two pack-horses besides his own horse, and provisions for ten days. The rainy season had swollen the streams and flooded such paths as there
were, and progress was halting. As the Suwanee
region was, left behind, water became scarce; grazing was poor and the horses were worn out. The
entry for October 7th is typical:
At the end of five or six miles the road descended from
the hammock into a bay swamp through which we waded nearly
2. Brevard, Caroline Mays, (J. A. Robertson, ed.) A history
of Florida from the treaty of 1763 to our own times, 2 vols.,
DeLand, 1924, Vol. 1, 76.
3. “Journal of John Lee Williams.” (Florida Historical Society Quarterly, Vol. 1, No. 1, 37-44, and Vol. 1, No. 2, 18-29).
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up to our saddle skirts for upward of a mile. . . .We passed two
or three Indian settlements.*

And the next day:

A

We proceeded, or rather crept, at the rate of about three miles
an hour, and in something more than an hour and a half, came
to the Ausilly fork, where one of our smallest horses nearly
swam. A mile further on we reached the Ausilly itself, which
was now very high. We formed our hide into a boat, which
conveyed across our baggage, and swam over ourselves on horseback. We did not swim more than ten yards, but the whole
distance from shore to shore is probably about 250 yards; a
considerable space, however,
on either side is obstructed by canes,
logs and cypress trees. 4

On October 10 Dr. Simmons reached the fort at
St. Marks, where he waited, the arrival of his colleague. But even by the 24th he had not made his
appearance. What had happened to the West Florida commissioner ?
On the last day of September John Lee Williams
had set sail in an open boat. The stormy season
proved even less favorable to the little vessel than
to the overland trip of Simmons, and for days the
rain-drenched crew hugged the coast. On October
8, Williams wrote: “I was unable to procure in
Pensacola either map or chart of the coast.”
Much of the way the boat struggled against wind
and tide. Driven into St. George’s channel, the
passengers were “shaken to jelly” before they
found a harbor. At one time they ran aground
and had to drag the boat for four miles over the
shoals. The trip was a continuous process of bailing out, unloading and reloading; the captain,
“fidgetting” with the sail, broke the breech of their
only gun and by October 18 the supplies were exTo Williams these were last straws.
hausted.
"Vexed with eternal unnecessary delays, I determined to attempt the passage by land, accordingly I left the boat.”
4. Simmons, W. H. “Journal of W. H. Simmons.”
Historical Society Quarterly, Vol. 1, No. 1, 32.)
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He made his way through ponds, swamps and
marshes while the boat skirted the shore, living on
crabs and oysters. For two days he examined the
unknown coast and gathered driftwood for a raft
with which to cross the bay. On October 23rd he
started across at ebb tide, but with the rising tide
the raft became heavy and he was obliged to “paddle with great energy to keep it from sinking.”
Fortunately he found the boat on the eastern shore
and went on board. After passing the mouth of
the Apalachicola river by mistake, the wanderers
heard, the morning gun discharged at the fort and
turned back to St. Marks. It is not surprising that
William's journal should contain the following
entry :5
“We found it necessary to rest this day. Some of
us, among whom was myself, were so exhausted by
fatigue and hunger that we were unable to walk
without great difficulty.”
After satisfying the suspicions of the Indian
chief, Neomathla, as to their, mission, the commissioners were given permission to continue their investigation of the old Tallahassee fields. Until
November 12 they continued exploration of the
region around St. Marks and the Suwannee river,
and at length chose the present site of Tallahassee.
The first meeting of the legislative council at
Tallahassee was held on December 21, 1824. Still
the method of travel was by horseback, the members
making their way through the pinelands in small
groups of two or three, 6 but for most the distance
to the capital had been halved.
5. Williams, Journal, Vol. 1, No. 2, 27.
6. Brevard, History of Florida (text), 112.
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II. Roads and taverns.
The few towns of the earliest days of the territory were principally in northern Florida. 7 Besides
the three capitals, there were settlements at Fernandina, Palatka and Eucheeana by the time of the
first meeting of the legislative council at Tallahassee. Jacksonville had been founded in 1822 from
the old “Cow Ford” settlement begun in 1819. The
distances between settlements was made even greater by the fact that any communication between
them must be made by Indian trail or by boat.
These old trails, as well as hastily constructed
routes of the military campaigns, served as foundations for later roads through the wilderness.
The only important highway in existence at the
time of Florida’s cession to the United States was
the famous King’s Road, constructed by the English from an old trail in 1763. This originally led
from New Smyrna to St. Augustine, through the
Cow Ford to Coleraine on the St. Mary’s river, and
up into Georgia. The part from New Smyrna to
St. Augustine was not kept in repair, however, and
‘later was given up. It was over the King’s Road.
that most of the increasing land travel from the
states to eastern Florida took place. Towns sprang
up and wagon roads began to replace Indian trails.
But human rights and human dignity continued to
suffer; it was almost impossible to drive carts over
the roads between Pensacola and Mobile, and up
the Escambia. 8
The first, as well as the most important and extensive, undertaking for the betterment of transpor7. The long “tail” of the peninsula remained a mystery to all
but Indian inhabitants even throughout the Seminole war,
and it was not until 1883 that an expedition of investigation was conducted across the everglades.
8. Williams, John Lee, The territory of Florida. (New York,
1837), 144.
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tation in the early period was the construction of
the Pensacola-St. Augustine road in 1824-1826. This
was authorized by Congress in February 1824, and
$20,000 was appropriated ; which sum, however,
does not indicate the extent of the operation. It
was built under the direction of Captain Daniel E.
Burch, U. S. Army, who superintended the construction of the portion between Pensacola and the
Ocklocknee river near Tallahassee, the work being
done by the military stationed at Pensacola. From
there to St. Augustine it was built under contract
by John Bellamy. The entire road was opened in
1826. The western part was little used, and after
some years much of this was abandoned. The eastern portion continued to be the main road of the
section and parts are still in use today. 9
Another government project and appropriation
was for a road from Coleraine through Jacksonville
to Tampa Bay. Remote parts of the territory were
brought into closer connection by the construction
of lesser roads as well, and by the repairing of old
ones. Most of these accomplishments were brought
about by individual enterprise, although the monetary assistance of congress was consistently
generous.
In 1828 the King’s Road was reopened to Tomoko,
and in the late thirties to New Smyrna. Again
Congress came to the rescue in 1830 with two thousand dollars to repair the road between St. Augustine and Tallahassee, two thousand more to open
a road between Marianna and the mouth of the
Apalachicola, and still more for a roadway from
Pensacola to Blakely. An appropriation of seven
thousand dollars in 1835 went to repair the roads
9. Boyd, “The first American road in Florida.” Florida Historical Society Quarterly, XIV. 73. 139.
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between St. Augustine and Pensacola, and between
Bayard and Newmansville. 10
In 1838 a highway was completed from Apalachicola, through St. Joseph and Marianna into Georgia. Settlers continued to come in; they repeated
the process of clearing forests, blazing trails and
building roads between the settlements. John Lee
Williams, in his excellent account of these activities, wrote about 1836:
A great variety of public roads have within the last three
years, been constructed by the several counties of the Territory;
so that in general, communications from one part to another are
much more convenient than formerly. . . . .Much, however, still
remains to be done, to facilitate travelling, through the Territory. 11

Besides the settlers who journeyed from one section to another on business or affairs of state, there
were a few tourists to Florida even in the early
1820’s, who often came for their health, and who
many times remained to become enthusiastic citizens.
With expanding economic projects, investors came
from Georgia and elsewhere; there were also first
editions of the traveling salesman, itinerant actors,
and traveling missionaries. 12
Thus it was that nearly every town had some
kind of ‘‘ordinary”, or as one British traveler term13
Here, if accommodations
ed it, “extraordinary”.
were uninviting, they were at least inexpensive.
10.

12.

13.

The outbreak of Indian hostilities interrupted this project.
Williams, Territory of Florida, 144.
11. Williams, Territory of Florida, 144.
One of these, Rev. John Jerry, with headquarters at St.
Augustine, made regular trips to East Florida in 1823-4.
“From St. Augustine to the Cow Ford he traveled on horseback, carrying his change of clothing, books, lunch and sack
of corn to feed his horse.” Davis, History of early Jacksonville, Florida, and vicinity, 1513-1924, (Florida Historical
Society, St. Augustine, 1925), 393.
James Flint, in a description of American character in 1819.
Nevins, Allan (ed.) American social history as recorded
by British travelers, (New York, c1923), 5. “Ordinary”
was a general term used in the South to designate both
inns and taverns.
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Prince Achille Murat gives a humorous account of
early “hotel” conditions in the capital : 14
Taverns rise up, empty the greater part of the year, their
open walls are filled on these memorable occasions [assemblies
of legislatures] beforehand. The cloth is laid for thirty persons.
Two or three large rooms, which you would not deign to call
barns, receive, in a dozen beds, twice that number of occupants;
those who cannot find better room extend themselves in their
bed-clothes on the floor. No places are reserved for dining or
sleeping ; we are too much- of republicans for that. Everyone
pays his dollar, and had a right to eat and sleep where he
pleases, provided he does not disturb a former occupant. It
is understood that a bed contains two individuals, and nobody
is so ridiculous as to trouble himself about who is next to him.

When Tallahassee had no court house, the judge
was accustomed to select a large room in some
tavern, with the result that occasions of such meetings were especially busy times for the inn-keeper.
The hotels were advertised consistently in the
newspapers. The following notice is representative : 15
WEBBVILLE INN
The subscriber informs his friends and the Public that he
has opened a House of Entertainment in this place for the accomodation of travellers and boarders, who are not subject to
inebriation, he flatters himself that he can give full satisfaction
to those who will please to call on him.
His table will be furnished with the best the country affords,
his-stables with good corn and provender, together with a faithful and attentive Ostler. All the Public business for this county
is transacted in this place which is situated in the centre of
the Chipola settlement.
L. M. Stone
Webbville, Jackson County,
January 25th, 1827

Jacksonville’s first accommodations for the traveler were a combination of terra firma for a mattress,
the shelter of a tree for the blanket and a saddle
for pillow. Dawson & Buckles, merchants, offered
the use of their storehouse floor and attic to new14. Murat, Achille, Moral and political sketch of the United
States of North America, quoted in Brevard, History of
Florida, I, 92.
15. Pensacola Gazette and West Florida Advertizer, March 9,
1827.
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comers, and finally constructed a frame boarding
house in 1821. 16
In 1830 the ingenious Mr. Hart built a two-story
boarding house, catering especially to winter visitors. From this time on, announcements of the
opening of hotels noticeably increased in local newspapers, advertising accommodations which were a
great improvement over early “ordinaries”. Tallahassee‘s “City Hotel” boasted in the Florida
Sentinel of November 25, 1842 “nearly one hundred
rooms, including parlors, sitting rooms &c.” Others
like it were opened which expressed more nearly
the gracefulness of living of the old-time planters,
and reduced accordingly the vociferous complaints
of travelers.
III. Water transportation.
After roads had been cleared through the country the need of ferries became urgent, although
many of the latter had been established contemporaneously with the opening of the roads. The nature
of water courses had governed settlement of the
territory, just as later it was to influence economic
procedure, and many rivers had to be crossed.
Nearly one hundred acts were passed by the territorial legislative council granting individuals the
rights to operate ferries over various streams. 17
The boats used were usually rude dugouts in which
the passengers were rowed ; their horses (and cattle, if they had any) swam or were flatted across. 18
Sometimes, when the ferryman was on the opposite
shore, the traveler had to spend hours in riding
back and forth, gesticulating and shouting and even
16.
18.

Davis, History of Jacksonville, 53.
17. Brevard, History of Florida, 174.
This practice had been common at the site of Jacksonville
long before American occupation-hence the Indian name
of “Wacca Pilatka”, or “the cows’ crossing over.”
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firing off a gun to attract his attention. Often the
planter who had obtained this franchise, found an
additional source of revenue in providing food and
rest to the passenger whom he had sculled across
the river and to his horse. 19
In his journal entry for October 18, 1822, Dr. Simmons mentions that the way of the ferry over, the
Ocklocknee river was “much obstructed by logs.”
It-was the practice of the time to float timber from
the hammocks where it was cut down the nearest
water course to a place from which it could be shipped. The activities of the “live oakers”, as the
woodcutters were called, are described by Audubon
during his trip to Florida in 1832. 20
The famous ornithologist’s entire account of his
visit is interesting for its many-sided view of conditions of travel in the territory. The “live oakers", with their families, were probably Florida’s
first tourists, for Audubon says they came from
other parts of the country at the first sign of winter,
worked for a few months and then returned to their
homes for the summer. The live oak timber growing on United States reservations was used for war
ships, and several naval vessels were ordered for
the protection of this timber. It was on one of these
schooners, the Spark, that Audubon made his trip
19. The Pensacola Gazette of March 16, 1827 ran the following
notice :
Three or Four Gentlemen, who may wish to retire from
the bustle of the Town during the Summer months, can be
accomodated with comfortable board at the Ferry-house, on
Deer Point; and have the privilege of the ferry-boat, when
coming over with passengers.
For terms apply at this office.
20. Audubon, Maria R., The life of John James Audubon. (New
York, 1902).
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up the St. Johns river. 21 From St. Augustine,
Audubon was taken on the revenue cutter Marion,
which had been appointed to explore the dangerous
eastern coast to the extreme southernmost point of
Florida.
Audubon’s trip illustrates the uncertainties and
delays due the passenger from the north, who, during the early part of the period, must depend upon
merchant and government vessels for an uncertain
transportation. The route pursued by the Marion
was over the most treacherous part of the coast.
An English visitor wrote of it in 1836: “The difficult sea between the Bahamas and Florida . . .
owing to strong and ever-varying currents, sudden
storms, and hidden reefs of rock, has caused the
wreck of more craft than any other corner of old
Ocean’s tide.“ 22
The many accidents to vessels in these waters 23
gave Florida a unique and picturesque industrythat of the “wreckers”. The United States took
this business from salvors of the Bahamas and Cuba
21. In a report to the Secretary of the Navy made by her
commanding officer, Lieutenant William P. Piercy, U. S. N.,
on January 18, 1832, at St. Augustine is a brief mention
of this: J. J. Audubon, Esq. accompanies me up the St.
John. It affords me much pleasure to be enabled to aid
his scientific researches without its interfering with my
duty.
From manuscript records of the Office of Naval Records
and Library, Navy Department, Washington, D. C., in a
letter from Captain D. W. Knox, Officer in Charge, March
8, 1938.
22. Murray, Hon. Charles Augustus, Travels in North America.
(London, 1839), II, 272.
23. “Navigation of the Bahama banks and Florida straits was
very hazardous and the annual loss from shipwrecks ran
into hundreds of thousand dollars. It was said that in
1825 alone, 64 vessels were lost off the Florida coast and
the loss was placed at nearly $1,200,000. More conservative
estimates placed the annual loss at between $500,000 and
$700,000.” Dodd, Dorothy, Railroad projects in territorial
Florida, Thesis submitted in partial completion of the work
for the degree of Master of Arts, Tallahassee, May, 1929.
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and indirectly bestowed it upon natives of Key West,
when congress on March 3, 1825 passed a law that
all property of any kind taken from a wreck on the
coast of Florida must be brought to a port of entry
within the United States. Nearly everyone in Key
West became engaged in the work of wrecking.
Buyers, speculators, and underwriters came from
Cuba, Mobile, Charleston and New York to attend
the sales, for the cargoes were many times extremely valuable. From December, 1824 to December,
1825, the town witnessed the sale of $293,353.00
worth of wrecked property, and in the same time the
government received more. than $100,000 in duties
on these goods. 24 So lucrative was this dismal profession that it came to be misrepresented. The fact
that Key West’s first lighthouse was not built until
1838 added to the prevalent conviction that the
wreckers lured vessels up onto the reefs that they
might plunder them. “How different, thought, I,
is often the knowledge of things acquired from a
personal observation, from that obtained by report", wrote Audubon. 25 He found the trim, beautiful vessels well-manned, the wreckers themselves
conscientious and efficient.
Hurricanes off the Florida coast were not the only
peril which ships encountered. Pirates frequently
captured merchant vessels, robbed them of their
cargoes and murdered the crews. The Pensacola
Gazette carried many notices of such butcherings.
When the government ships were employed in the
early thirties in scouring the keys and coast for
pirates, they rendered a much appreciated service
to smaller vessels by giving them convoy up the
coast from Havana, Matanzas and other points. As
24. Browne, Jefferson B., Key West: the old and the new,
(St. Augustine, 1912), 164.
25. Audubon, Life of Audubon, 252.
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many as fifteen small ships might be shooed up the
coast like so many baby ducks by a single armed
vessel.
Ocean transportation was at all times secondary
to internal transportation in the interests of the
Floridians, due to the economic set-up of the territory. Like the rest of the South, Florida was a
staple-producing area, 26 dependent for her revenue
upon getting produce from the hinterland to ports
from which it might be shipped to outside markets
and dependent for distribution of almost all supplies upon these same ports. In an analysis of the
great economic provinces of the South, prior to
1860, Ulrich Bonnell Phillips says, “The peninsula
of Florida, afflicted with a barren soil, and leading
nowhither, is negligible as a part of the economic
South. It is more to be noted, perhaps, as an
obstacle in the coasting trade than as an economic
province.“ 27 Settlers of the period would surely
have refuted, or at least denounced, this opinion of
1908. For then as now, Florida boosters were inclined to grow maudlin over the fertility of the soil,
the excellence of the harbors, the salubrity of the
climate, the boundless possibilities of their adopted
land. At any rate, if the economic possibilities of
Florida were negligible to the rest of the South,
they were not so to her citizens, and almost without
exception, efforts at transportation of the period
were directed at expansion of trade and commerce.
26.

27.

Florida was not limited for the entire period to the shipment of cotton alone. She also exported a large amount
of timber. Cargoes listed in the Pensacola Gazette shipping
news included as well hides and deer skins, bees-wax, pine
boards and staves, lime water jars, tallow, rice, wines and
brandy. Ambitious Key West experimented with salt manufacturing and cigar manufacturing, importing tobacco from
Havana in 1831 and making irregular shipments to New
York in 1837 and 1838.
Phillips, A history of transportation in the eastern cotton
belt, (New York, 1908), 3-4.
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The best ports at this time were Pensacola, Apalachicola and St. Marks, but the first was cut off
from the interior and the second, fortunate in its
position at the mouth of the Apalachicola river,
lacked harbor facilities. St. Augustine had a small
coastwise trade. Planters and farmers brought in
their crops by wagon and returned home with their
purchases in the same way. Usually their dry goods
came from New York, and their other provisions
from New Orleans or Charleston.
Early river boats were crude affairs, made from
handsawed timber by the settlers and so unwieldy
that it took weeks to make a trip which could now
be made in several days. Picolata was the principal
landing-place for river boats on the St. Johns and,
with the advent of steam boats, a port of ocean
navigation as well.
St. Marks rivaled Apalachicola as an important
cotton-shipping port by 1835, her ships stopping on
the way to northern ports at Key West to add that
town’s cigars to the cargo. In a letter of December
29, 1829, Commander Porter stated: “The harbor
of Key West, in my opinion, is the best harbor within the limits of the United States; or its territories,
to the south of the Chesapeake.“ 28 But despite
similar sweeping statements of praise, this port was
not favorably situated and therefore served principally in external trade and as a naval base.
In 1835 the Jacksonville Courier said : “There
are at this time more exports and imports from this
section than any other part of East Florida.“ 29
From 1830 Jacksonville had a lighthouse which
helped to make coastal navigation much safer. Other
lighthouses and lightships were later established at
28. Browne, Key West, 212.
29. Davis, History of Jacksonville, 499.
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many points along the coast, and a beginning was
made in harbor improvements.
In 1831 Audubon wrote: 30
St. Augustine, whatever it may have been, is far from being
a flourishing place now. It lies at the bottom of a bay, extremely difficult of access, even for vessels of light draft. which
seldom reach the "city” in less than a day. I cannot say much
for the market, nor for the circumjacent country. Oranges
and plenty of good fish seem to contribute the wealth of the
place. Sands, poor pine forests, and impenetrable thickets of
cactus and palmettos form the undergrowth.

Apalachicola, however, fared better. 31 In 1838
the town exported 58,500 bales of cotton. Resides
the large ships and square-rigged vessels, river
barges and small craft, a number of the entries and
clearances at the customs house were made by
steamboats.
Steamboats came to these ports from the states
for several years previous to the time when Florida
could boast ships of this kind of her own. Florida’s
first regular steamer appeared in 1831, the same
year that the first steam line was operated in the
United States. The appropriately named George
Washington coursed the waters of the St. Johns on
its initial trip; in 1834 another steamer, the Florida,
was making regular trips between Picolata and
Savannah. Early steamboats were small; their
lightwood fuel caused a dense black smoke, and they
often made a terrific noise. Proportionately uproarious were the crowds which gathered at the
wharves for the great event of an arrival. When
it is considered that in the early thirties the out30. Herrick, Audubon the naturalist, (New York, 1917), 12.
31. Apalachicola’s shipping career started in 1822, when according to a notice of June 1: The brig William and Jane, the
first square rigged vessel that ever arrived at or sailed
from this port, has arrived at New York, with 266 bales
of cotton, the product of the first seed ever planted in the
neighborhood, which has succeeded beyond expectation. Niles’
Register, 1822, 22, 244.
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come of a presidential election was not known in
Key West until six weeks later, it is not surprising
that the advent of any news from the outside world
was considered a great occasion. Stages met the
steamers coming and going ; sometimes there was
music at departure and negro spirituals at night for
the entertainment of the passengers.
Small as they were, the pioneer steamboats laid
a foundation for a system of navigation which was
to add greatly to the efficiency of Florida’s marketing. Several navigation and steamboat companies
were incorporated; the St. Augustine Wharf Company came into existence in 1835 and two transportation companies in 1837 and 1841. Of the seven
hundred and thirty-seven boats employed during the
first five years of the Seminole War, many were
steamboats. Weekly excursions on the rivers became matter-of-course affairs ; the General Clinch
in 1842 was one of the first steamers to make regular
trips between St. Johns river and Savannah. More
or less periodic voyages were also made to Charleston in the early forties. And realization of deficiencies in both internal and external transportation
became increasingly evident.
The first attempt at internal improvement was in
the agitation for canals and Governor Call tried
to pursuade the government to cut a canal from the
Atlantic or one of its tributaries through to the
Gulf. But the whole United States was undergoing
a “canal epoch”, which happened to last almost exactly for the duration of the territorial period, and
Florida settlers were not immune to the general
enthusiasm.
In 1825 congress granted an appropriation of
$20,000 for the surveying of an Atlantic-Gulf canal
route and in their report of 1829 the engineers announced that neither a ship canal nor a steamboat
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canal would be practicable over the proposed route,
which was from a branch of the St. Johns river west
to the Suwannee, through to St. Marks and the Gulf.
A company was incorporated to build a canal
from the Ocklockney river to Lake Jackson, another
from the St. Andrews bay through the Chipola to
the Apalachicola river, and a third, in 1832, from
Matanzas lagoon to Smith’s creek and the Halifax
river. But despite the number of charters and building permits issued, nothing was done.
The Lake Wimico and St. Joseph Canal Company
grew out of the competition between St. Joseph and
Apalachicola for the produce brought down the
Chattahoochee, Flint and Apalachicola rivers. When
St. Joseph was founded in 1835, twenty-eight miles
from the older town, it was with the express purpose of ruining it. Discontented residents of Apalachicola, Tallahassee, and Georgia merchants backed the canal, which was to connect Lake Wimico, a
bayou off the river, with St. Joseph Bay. The challenge which the upstart town was able to make to
Apalachicola’s commercial supremacy is shown in
figures for the season of 1837-38, when to Apalachicola’s shipment of more than 50,000 bales of cotton,
St. Joseph, in only its second season of competition,
exported more than 30,000 bales. But this progress
did not result from the projected canal for it was
never even begun.
The early success of the
“Saints” was due to their railroad.
IV. Railroads, the war and the panic.
Early development of railroads in Florida was
greatly retarded by the dangers and unsettled conditions which accompanied the Seminole war and
the panic of 1837, with its ensuing period of depression, for the territory shared in the prevalent weakness for over-speculation.
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The period of agitation for railroad expansion
began in 1831 when the legislative council instruced the territorial delegate to Congress, Joseph M.
White, to
have the engineers employed in surveying a canal across the
peninsula of Florida, to enquire into the practicability and probable cost of making a rail-way across the peninsula, from the
St. John’s river, or nearest adjoining navigable water on the
Atlantic side
of said peninsula, to the Suwannee on the Gulf
of Mexico. 32

This launched a period of feverish activities,
whose tangible results by the time of statehood were
to be four short lines with a total of sixty-three
miles. These were by no means the only projects
attempted, for although the policy of the legislative
council was to permit no railroads to be built across
the Florida boundary, it was eager to grant charters
for lines between localities, and railroad companies
were not lacking to apply for them. Besides historical events which interfered with railroad projects, Dorothy Dodd gives several other causes
which prevented their completion-the fact that the
railroad industry was in its infancy and had no
established body of engineering knowledge, the frequency of under-estimates due to the level nature
of the country, the continuous dearth of labor, and
the lack of capital, which necessitated the enlistment of outside capital and the use of the cheapest
kind of construction. 33 Contributing factors were
the great falling-off of business after the winter
marketing season, and the fact that planters were
not in the least dependent upon the railroads to
transport their produce.
When the comparatively new plank road connecting the capital with St. Marks proved inadequate
for the growing cotton traffic, Governor Call him32. Dodd, Railroad projects in territorial Florida, 3.
33. Dodd, Railroad Projects, 3.
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self led in the building of a railroad to replace it,
subscriptions to stock were invited in Tallahassee
in 1833, and a third charter was granted by the
legislative council in 1834.
The company, with a capital stock of $100,000 was
granted by congress 34 a sixty-foot right of way, with
the privilege of using timber and other building
material within one hundred yards of the line. Slave
labor was probably used exclusively in the construction of the twenty-three mile line.
The humble beginning of the oldest railway in
Florida was in 1836, when the first small flat cars
jerked out of Tallahassee, completing the trip in
five hours. By the end of 1837 a locomotive had
been put into use to supplement the basic “power
plant", but for its initial excursion the “original
flyer” was drawn by a pair of mules. Passengers
rode on wooden benches, but the business of the line
was not so much with the transportation of passengers as with the carrying of cotton from middle Florida, Alabama and Georgia to the port at St. Marks.
The track, typical of Florida railways of that time,
consisted of pine rails with straps of iron fastened
to them with hand-wrought nails, a type of construction only about half as expensive as other kinds.
An advertisement in Tallahassee’s Florida Sentinel, (Nov. 4, 1842) announced the rates :
Rail Road Notice.-From and after date, the charges on the
Rail Road from Tallahassee to Port Leon for transportation
on Passengers, Cotton and Merchandise, will be to wit:
Passengers, ....................................................... $1.50
Children under twelve years of age, ........... .75
Cotton, per Bale. .................................... .75
Merchandise, per one hundred pounds, ......... .25

While the Tallahassee railroad was getting under
way another eight-mile strap iron road was being
34. According to the Journal of the Florida legislative council
in 1832, nineteen twentieths of all the lands in Florida were
owned by the United States. (10th session, 1832, 4.)
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built from St. Joseph to the head of Lake Wimico,
the Lake Wimico and St. Joseph Canal and Rail
Road Company having decided to use the entire
subscribed stock of $250,000 for a railroad instead
of for a canal. The formal opening in 1836 took
place when a Baldwin locomotive drew twelve cars
with about three hundred passengers over the eightmile route in twenty-five minutes. Previously mules
and horses accomplished the trip in about an hour
and a half. The impossibility of passing large
steamers through Lake Wimico, despite the thousands of dollars which the plucky “Saints” literally sank into the lake and bay, 35 caused the line to
be abandoned in 1839.
When competition with steamboat traffic on the
Apalachicola defeated the St. Joseph railroad, the
same company constructed a new railroad which
avoided Lake Wimico and ran from St. Joseph north
to the site of Iola on the Apalachicola river. The
panic and subsequent depression of 1837 had struck
just as hard in Florida as anywhere else; it is remarkable that the $300,000 venture should have
been undertaken. at this time, but in 1839 the railroad was built, its thirty mile track the longest one
constructed during the territorial period. 38 On
September 26, 1840 the St. Joseph Times carried
an announcement that the Iola railroad was “completed and ready for purposes of transportation.”
Unfortunately the road was never operated, and
when the Lake Wimico and St. Joseph Canal and
Railroad Company went on the rocks in 1841, the
35. Apalachicola also spent large amounts to keep ahead of
her neophyte neighbor. The channel and harbor were deepened in 1836 by means of $20,000 donated by the Apalachicola Land Company.
38. Knauss, James Owen, “St. Joseph, an episode of the economic
and political history of Florida”, (Florida Historical Society Quarterly, Vol. V, No. 4, and Vol. VI, No. 1.
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torn-up rails of the Iola line were sold to a Georgia
company.
After capital and slave labor had been attained
with so much effort by railroad builders of the
period, they had to be further safeguarded from
danger of Indian attack or the instigation of revolt
among the slaves. The Iola line was not the only
one to be hampered in this respect, for Indian outbreaks might be expected at any time from the first
attack in 1835 to the transferrence of most of the
natives to the west in 1842.
In his first message to the legislative council on
November 10, 1824, Governor Duval said: “The
location of the Indians in that quarter [the region
in which they had just been centered] is indispensable to the settlement of Florida and to a free communication between the east and west of the Territory." “Free communication” was certainly
hampered during the seven-year period of the war.
Trade was stopped in the interior, express riders
and wagon trains were attacked, and murders were
committed on the public roads. Some idea of the
precariousness of the times is shown in an announcement of 1840: 37
Notice to Travelers St. Augustine and Picolata Stage;-The
subscriber has commenced running a comfortable carriage between St. Augustine and Picolata twice a week. A military
escort will accompany the stage going and returning. Fare each
way, five dollars.

In justifying his lack of success in his campaign
against the Seminoles, Gen. Scott attributed his
failure, among other things, to inefficient means of
transportation and lack of bridges and roads which
would bear heavy supply wagons.
The fourth and last local project actually constructed was the tiny Arcadia railroad, built between
37. Winter, N. O., Florida, the land of enchantment, 174.
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1838 and 1840. It was three miles long and ran
from Arcadia on Pond Creek to the Black Water
river then in Escambia county. Like the Tallahassee railroad, its charter first authorized the construction of a canal in 1835 and three years later
was changed so that the railroad might be built
instead. This line was operated for a little over a
year, probably by horse or mule power.
The only project for a local railroad in eastern
Florida was for a line to run from St. Augustine
west to Picolata. In 1836 a company was incorporated to build a road from Monticello but failed
from lack of resources.
Paralleling the movement for a cross-state canal
and using the same arguments was that for a crossstate railroad. Four companies were chartered and
one made a survey of the proposed route but nothing was done during the territorial period. The
project succeeded in attracting the attention of the
United States senate, Savannah and Boston capitalists, and a Georgia railroad company. The Boston
promoters procured the incorporation of the East
Florida Railroad Company in 1835, and it was this
company which went so far as to survey a route
from the St. Johns river to St. Marks. The efforts
of the time were not all in vain, however, for a
survey made in 1844 from Jacksonville to Cedar
Key was the basis of a railroad which was in operation before the Civil War.
Projects for interstate railroads had to overcome
both distaste of the legislative council for anything
which might divert trade from the territory and
jealousy of neighboring states. The persistency of
Pensacola for such a project in order to make her
harbor profitable, together with the interests of Alabama and Georgia planters, overcame these objections. Hence the Alabama, Florida and Georgia
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Railroad Company was chartered in 1834, the
largest railroad project undertaken in the territory. 39
It was to run two hundred and ten miles, from
Pensacola to Columbus, Georgia. Before any rails
were laid, half a million dollars had been spent on it.
The cause of its failure is typical of what happened
in other railroad projects.
In 1835 a charter to the Bank of Pensacola provided that it might purchase as many shares of the
railroad company as the directors thought best.
The bank issued bonds, with its investment in the
railroad as partial security. When the panic of
1837 closed the bank it finished the railroad as well.
Before its activities were stopped, the company had
imported iron from England for fifty miles of track,
had contracted for six locomotives and passenger
and freight cars, had purchased thousands of dollars worth of materials and had employed all the
labor it could obtain. A little more than twenty
miles had been graded when the railroad completely
failed in 1840. Two similar projects for lines between Florida and Georgia also fail to materialize.
V. Transportation of the mails.
Mail routes were established in Florida for the
first time in 1822. There were three of these, all
of which ran to Pensacola-one was from New Orleans, one from Fort Hawkins in Alabama, and another from St. Augustine, by way of Picolata,
Vollusia and Dexter on the St. Johns river, and St.
Marks. This last was not put into operation at
that time; the reasons are given by the Postmaster
General in his annual report, dated November 17,
1823, in which he stated: 40
39. Dodd, The New City of Pensacola, Florida Historical
Society Quarterly IX, 224.
40. Letter of K. P. Aldrich, P. O. Dept., Washington, D. C.,
March 26, 1938.
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A contract has not yet been made for the transportation of
the mail on the route from St. Augustine in East Florida, to
Pensacola, which was established by act of Congress, in the
session of 1822.
Diligent inquiry has been made, and it does not appear that
there is a road between these places, on the route designated,
on which the mail can be conveyed. There are Indian paths,
which pass through different Indian Settlements, but none, it is
understood, that extend for any considerable distance in the
proper direction. The want of a road is not the only obstacle
on the route. Almost the whole distance is an uninhabited wilderness, except for a few Indian Villages, and it is represented
that very large and impassable swamps and lakes will render
the passage of the mail, in some places, impracticable.

The method of transporting mail by riders on
horseback continued to accompany the use of stage
coaches in early Florida: Although the post riders
experienced many difficulties and dangers, annoyance from the Indians (before the Seminole war)
was not one of these. 41 But it was difficult to keep
the mails dry and safe in their portmanteaus; robberies occurred occasionally, and geographical conditions brought about long delays.
The Pensacola Gazette and the St. Joseph Times
quite frequently ran notices of mail schedules, lists
of the dozens of letters left unclaimed in post offices,
and proposals to mail contractors. One of these
last, which appeared in the Gazette Dec. 7, 1827,
shows how dependent the, mail, together with other
forms of transportation, was upon individual enterprise :
To Mail Contractors,
Proposals will be received at this Office, until the 21st day
of December inst. inclusive, for a Contract to carry the mail
between
Pensacola Florida & Blakely Alabama.
The Mail to be carried once a week, allowing the Carriers to
go and return in three days. The times of arrival and departure
to be fixed by the undersigned.
41. Davis, in describing an early post rider of Jacksonville,
writes: “Often as he slept in the woods he would awake
in the night and find Indian braves gathered around his
campfire. They never molested and never took anything,
but frequently brought him dried venison and wild honey,
and he would give them coffee and tobacco in exchange.
.-.~---~...~-~~~--~--~~---~ L - e-am.-+~..-~
,$p4‘< -

51

I

Much of the mail from the states was carried by
steamboat, but to the end of the period there was
still extensive use of packets. There was a triweekly delivery of mails between Tallahassee and
Port Leon in 1843 by rail ; but the following year
this was changed to coach service. A recommendation by Governor Eaton in 1836 that all trains be
compelled to carry mails was never carried out.
&fail. routes Cn Florida betweerz 1830 am& 18.&7, with mode of
tra%?portation. (From records of the Post Office Department,
quoted in a letter from H. P. Aldrich, Chief Inspector, Washington, D. C., March 26, 1938.)
ZSSO-1834. Tallahassee, by Marianna to Almirante, once a week
in stages to Marianna, and from thence on horseback.
From Rocky Comfort to Quincy, twice a week in stages.
From Pensacola to Blakely, Alabama, once a week in stages.
From St. Mary’s, Georgia by Pablo to St. Augustine, once a
week in stages from St. Augustine to Pablo; from Pablo to St.
Mary’s by water.
From Columbus, Georgia to Apalachicola, twice a week in
steamboats.
1654-1845. From Jacksonville to Hazard, once a week in boats.
1836-1857. From Marianna to St. Joseph& twice a week in
stages.
1897. From New York to Key West, twice a month in packets.
1859-18&Y. From St. Augustine by Pablo to St. Mary’s, Georgia,
once a week in stages and boats.
From Tallahassee to St. Marks, three times a week in a covered
wagon.
From Quincy to Rocky Comfort, once a week by horseback.
From Chattahooohie to Apalachicola, twice a week eight months,
and once a week four months, in steamboats.
From Marianna to St. Josephs, twice a week, contractor, E. I.
Hardin, Acting President, L. W. 6r. St. Jos. C. & R. R. Co.
From Pensacola to LaGrange, three times a week in steamboats.
From Pensacola to Mobile, three times a week in steamboats
and stages.
From Key West to Charleston, South Carolina, once a month
in packets or in boats.
From St. Marks to New York, twice a month in packets.
From Tallahassee to Quincy, three times a week in stages.
1845. From Apalachicola to St. Joseph& twice a week in Zhorse stages.
1845-1847. From St. Augustine to St. Mary’s, once a week in
2-horse coaches and boats.
From Jacksonville to Alligator, once a week in 2-horse coaches.
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Persons making Proposals are required to state their prices
by the year, and to mention whether they wish to carry the Mail
in a Carriage or on horseback; if in a Carriage it will be
necessary to mention the size, or how many passengers can be
conveniently conveyed in it.

“Post offices” were usually located in stores, or
wherever else the postmaster’s place of business
might be, and consequently changed locations with
a change in officials. Salaries were minute, but
shop-keepers were glad of this means of increasing
patronage. A notice in the PeN.sacola Gazette for
August 26, 1828, states that Florida at this time
had thirty-two post. offices.
Key West seems to have suffered most in delays
of the mail. When its first contract was awarded
to the owners of a small sailing vessel, the Post Boy,
in 1829, it was decided that the boat should make
monthly trips between Key West and Charleston.
But in spite of the good seamanship and knowledge
of the coast on the part of the captain, there was
great irregularity, with the “monthly” trips requiring nearly two months.42 For a while this service
was discontinued and the mails brought from St.
Marks insteadt3 but in 1835 better vessels were put
into operation and Key West began to have semimonthly deliveries.
Mail deliveries became much more regular with
the establishment of steamboat schedules between
Florida and the states. An editorial in the Pensacola Gaxette, March 23, 1827, remarks with glee upon the speed of the delivery from New Orleans,
which had just been accomplished by steamboat in
eight days in place of the usual twenty or thirty.
42. According to Browne (Key West : the old and the new)
the rate per letter at this time was twenty-five cents, while
a newspaper brought from the outside was five cents more.
43. When Audubon started home from Key West in 1831, the
wreckers gave him letters to put in the mail at Charleston
for their wives “down east”.

~osnn-seI$vr~~o Port Leon (Newport).
From Tallahassee to Madison Court House, once a week in
Z-horse coach.
From Tallahassee to Monticello, two times a week in Z-horse
coaches.
From Quincy to Chattahoochee, three times a week in a-horse
coaches.
From Chattahoochee to Apalachicola, twice a week eight months
and one time a week four months in steamboats.
From Bainbridge, Georgia to LaGrange, Florida, three times
a week in S-horse coaches.
From Bainbridge, Georgia to Pensacola, three times a week in
bhorse coaches.
From St. Joseph’s to Apalachicola, twice a week in a four wheel
carriage.
From Pensacola to Mobile, Alabama, three times a week in
steamboats and 2-horse coaches.
From Key West to Charleston, South Carolina, once a month
in boats or packets.
From Key West to New York, once a month in packets.
From Savannah, Georgia to Pilatka, Florida, once a week in
steamboats.

-:

VI. The end of the period.
When the convention met at St. Joseph in 1838
to frame a constitution for the future state of Florida, one of the provisions it made was that the
government should promote an ample system of internal improvements. Evidence is abundant for the
fact that people realized the necessity for better
transportation and were doing their level best to
bring about improvements. By 1845 the whole area
had not yet been explored. Even so, the territory
could have overcome geographical handicaps a
great ‘deal more efficiently than it did had not war
and panic been added to the growing pains of
transition.
As it was, progress was far from negligible. The
state was much better known and charted than when
the Spaniards_ turned it over. Many bridges crossed the streams. Although much of the cotton was
still carried to market in wagons, a short railroad
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was in operation, as well as several navigation and
steamboat companies. Coastal waters had been
made a little safer. Mail was being transported
much more efficiently and throughout a more widespread area.
More significant than the increase in speed and
efficiency of communications in itself was the resultant stimulus to commerce, industries and the
development of natural resources. Efforts at better
transportation had led to the opening for settlement
of vast stretches of territory and had established a
feeling of unity among the scattered inhabitants.
When Florida became a state in 1845, transportation had contributed much in changing loyalty to
localities to loyalty to the state.
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THE PANTON, LESLIE PAPERS
Letters of Edmund Doyle to John Innerarity
Prospect Bluff Appala 16 July 1814
John Innerarity Esqr
Dear sir
Some days ago a lott of cattle consisting of 204
head was started for Pensacola by Mr. Hambly and
I, our joint property, the greater part of which we
are indebted the indians, when they were sent off
I expected to accompany them to Pensacola or at
least to be there before their arrival, but am prevented by orders from Mr. Woodbine the British
agent resident here, owing to late accounts verbal
and written which he received from Pensacola - I
will therefore request you will be pleased to order
some person to take an inventory of the cattle as
delivered by John Baptiste who has them in charge
and Mr. Manuel Gonzales will pay into your hands
the amount at the following cash prices aged steers
13$ 3 year old 101/2 Barren cows 9 dollars, there
are 2 year olds and yearlings, with milch cows sent
off that the prices are not agreed on, which I have
no doubt will be acceptable at proportionate prices,
which I shall leave to your own disposal, I was
promised $1000, dollars in cash the remainder in
goods at cash price, or cash at a reasonable credit
-in order to pay my debts here to the indians I
will want the undermentioned articles, which I beg
you will send me if convenient on taking payment
out of the Credit I shall have coming to me after
paying the above sum, the cash I wish to hold over
in your hands subject to my orderA report is now current among the indians, which
corresponds with account from Pensacola received by Mr. Woodbine that a very considerable
consignment of equipments was put into your pos-
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session last winter to be delivered to the Indians
as a present from his Britanic majesty, which cargoe was held back by you in order to distress the
indians-this account has been confirmed by McGill who recently arrived with a party of indians
as this man’s conduct is so notorious I cannot put
any confidence in these aspertions and I hope when.
the business is communicated to you by Mr. Woodbine you will convince him of its unfounded origin;
if you do not I am afraid we will severely suffer
the consequence here : the indians report you have
plenty of goods and that you will not relieve them:
strouds, a little powder and ball, hoes axes beads
paint &ca are much wanted and would have a good
effect on reconciling them to our interests the goods
we have in store are not wanted, as they are now
become unable to pay for superfluity.
Our situation here is now rendered peculiarly unpleasant on account of our endeavours in supporting the House and as affairs are now come to such
a crisis that neutrality cannot longer be supported,
I will again repeat my request of sending some person to take charge of the place, as Mr. Hambly is
equally obliged to desist from acting longer in your
affairs as soon as I am permitted I shall proceed
to Pensacola in order to settle my account with the
House, which I shall take on with me - we are now
out of corn, rice, peas &ca and if a supply does not
come forward to meet the wants of this place for
a month or two it will suffer - we have not more than
half a load of skins for the schooner Henry, we
have received about $200 from the vessel - you will
be pleased to write us a few lines on receipt hereof
for our government, in the most critical of crises-
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I have no doubt but you will excuse the liberty I
take relating to our cattle, and that you will be
pleased to act therein is you shall deem proper.
In hopes of hearing from you soon
I remain Dr sr
Your very obt servt
Edmd Doyle
3 pieces strouds
3 pieces 21/2 point blankets
6 pieces romals
6 pieces madras handkerchiefs
6 pieces furniture callico
12 pieces binding
3 ? thread
4 1/2 pipes Taffia
*
*
*
*
Prospect Bluff Appala 22d July 1814
John Innerarity Esqr
Dear sir
This will be handed you by Captain Woodbine
of the Royal Marines, British agent at this place,
his principal business to Pensacola is to ascertain
a report here in circulation of a quantity of arms
ammunition &c&c being consigned to you from the
British Government for the use of the Creeks, which
shipment had been privately stowed by you and kept
a secret from the indians - it is impossible for me
to state what a murmur this has caused among our
already discontented indians - it was by the greatest persuation Captn Woodbine could content them
untill such time as the affair was developed, and I
cannot for a moment give it credit, but if it should
happen otherwise it will turn out very disastrous
to your affairs in this quarter, beside be the means
of extinguishing forever the last spark of our dying
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influence. Captain Woodbine can inform you of
our very unpleasant situation in this quarter, and
the danger we lately encountered of being massacred-every report to the British officers making
us out an American party, I hope therefore you will
be able to do away any impression these tales may
have made, but I must own that I never could perceive that they made any on the gentlemen whom
we are acquainted with; particularly Mr. Woodbine,
to whom I beg leave to introduce to your usual politeness and hospitality.
I sent on a lott of cattle sometime ago consisting
of 204 head which I hope are safe arrived, I beg
you will be so good as to have the ages ascertained
and the amount paid into your hands at the following prices which I agreed for with Mr. Manuel Gonzalez-aged cattle thirteen dollars 3 year old ten and
a half Barren cows, nine dollars same milch cows,
2 year old and yearlings are sent on what I hope
will be paid for at proportionate rates-Durant will
tender a note of mine which I wish may be paid.
I owe Mr. La Rua one hundred and ninety nine
dollars-and Mr. Fernandez, master of the Shark,
twenty dollars for a small cask of Taffia, which he
left here to sell on his a/c, these sums Mr. Gonzalez
will please to pay: the balance you will please to
receive of him-he promised me one thousand dollars cash and the balance in goods-you will please
to forward me when paid for the cattle, the goods
mentioned underneath: If Captain Woodbine should
want whatever balance I may have coming after
these demands are paid for please let him have it,
or any part he may require.
I have determined long since to change my situation in this quarter, I hope, as I before observed
you will please send out some person to take charge
of this place.
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Captn Woodbine will be polite enough to give a
passage if one of your own vessels are not coming
out-we are absolutely here nearly in a state of
starvation, we have nothing but meat & coffee-the
indians want strouds powder & ball for hunting,
axes, hoes, paint ? beads, a few pair of 21/2 pt
blankets-something should be done in regard to
mending their trade if you wish to continue the store
- I have long expected to hear from you by indian
John who is not yet returned
I remain Dr sir
Your very obt servt
Edmd Doyle
2 pieces strouds
3 pairs 21/2 pt blankets
6 pcs romals
4 pcs furniture calico
6 pcs madras handchfs
12 pieces biing
3 lb thread
2 1/2 pipes Taffia
Captain Woodbine will bring me these articles by
having them put on board his vessel to his address
-which I request you will please to do-Please to
send me by Captn Woodbine a hat I left behind last
trip, if it is not forthcoming please send on another
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THE HISTORICAL RECORDS SURVEY AND
STATE ARCHIVES SURVEY OF FLORIDA”
The Historical Records Survey and the State
Archives Survey, WPA projects administered in
Florida by a single director under the general supervision of Dr. Luther H. Evans, National Director,
Historical Records Survey, have for the past two
years been engaged in a program of interest to
those concerned with the location and preservation
of historical materials. This includes the locating
and inventorying of early American imprints, newspapers, church records, public records-that is, records of the state, counties, and incorporated towns
-and manuscripts in private hands and institutions.
Up to the present time the Surveys have inventoried approximately 1,000 privately-owned manuscripts, and have prepared descriptions of 91
groups of items, owned by a single person or institution, which seemed of sufficient size and importance
to be considered. manuscript collections.
These private records fall into several well defined groups, perhaps the most interesting of which
is diaries. The dairy of William D. Moseley, first
governor of the state of Florida, which covers the
period from March 1845 to February 1848, is included in the loan exhibit here today. Other important diaries that have been located by the Surveys are those of J. C. Richard, Sr., 1830, and J. C.
Richard, Jr., 1847-1848, describing journeys through
the Everglades in those years; of D. L. White,
1835-1846, which is a journal of a plantation near
Quincy ; of G. F. Hathaway, 1845-1848, written at
Tallahassee and including comments on state and
* This report on the work of the surveys in Florida was submitted to the Manuscripts Committee of the Florida Historical Society and read at the annual meeting on January
25, 1938. Both surveys, in Florida, are directed by Mrs.
Sue A. Mahorner.
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local polities; of Warren Q. Dow, 1849-1869 (in 4
volumes), relating to affairs in Pensacola and Escambia county; of A. M. Reed, 1848-1899 (in 27
volumes), relating to plantation and social life and
current events in Duval county; of Roby Hull McFarlan, January 1, 1887-April 11, 1888, kept during
the yellow fever epidemic of those years in Tampa;
and of Augustine Mira, 1898, kept in Tampa during the Spanish-American War. A number of Civil
War diaries, kept by both Confederate and Union
soldiers, have also been located.
Collections of letters, legal and commercial
papers, and newspaper clippings, constitute another
important group of records. The James J. 0'Neill
MSS; consisting of approximately 600 items dated
from 1800 to 1889, include claims arising from the
East Florida disturbances of 1812-1813, bills of sale
of slaves, invoices, bills of lading, and personal letters. O’Neill resided at New Hope, Nassau county,
Florida. The Finley MSS, consisting of 131 items
dated from 1837 to 1887 and including letters, newspaper clippings and reminiscenses, are the papers
of J. J. Finley, Confederate brigadier general and
United States Congressman and Senator from
Florida after the Civil War. Other collections are:
seven letters written between 1821 and 1884 by such
prominent Floridians as Stephen R. Mallory, William P. Duval; Richard K. Call, James E. Broome
and Marcellus L. Stearns; the Thomas J. Hodson
MSS, 50 letters written from Florida between 1845
and 1853; the Gates MSS, 19 letters written from
Georgia and Florida between 1854 and 1872; and
numerous Civil War letters, one of the largest collections of which is the Bannerman MSS, 50 letters
written by Sergeant Charles W. Bannerman, Company G, 5th Florida Regiment, between October
1861 and January 1865.
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A third group of records consists of muster rolls
of companies that served in the Seminole Indian
War and Civil War. Among the former are rolls
for 1839 and 1856, while the latter include rolls for
both Union and Confederate companies. In view
of the incompleteness of the rolls published by the
Board of State Institutions in Soldiers of Florida,
some of these muster rolls may be of special importance.
Literally hundreds of single items have been located, which, in general, fall into one of the following classifications : bills of sale of slaves, land
grants, letters, and maps.
The inventory of public records, as well as that
of private records, has also disclosed the location
of certain records of autographic significance.
Among these are the wills of Dr. John Gorrie,
Achille Murat, and Richard K. Call, and Murat’s
application for American citizenship, endorsed by
Call. Also located in a public depository, the library of the Supreme Court of Florida, is a volume
containing copies of military dispatches sent from
Headquarters, District of Middle Florida, in August
and September 1865, by the Union general who occupied Tallahassee at the close of the Civil War.
In the office of the Clerk of the Circuit Court, St.
Johns County, are eight certified copies of Spanish
papers relating to the Patriots’ War of 1812-1813.
The Surveys have attempted, in every way at
their command, to encourage the proper care of
public records and to facilitate the use of both pubTo the former end
lic and private records.
workers have constructed shelving for the storage
of public records not in current use and have cleaned, sorted, and filed records that have hitherto been
dumped in courthouse basements and attics. Among
records so filed are those relating to the Disston
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Land Company in the Osceola County courthouse.
To the latter end, certain manuscripts of particular
interest have been copied and typed, and these
copies, securely bound, have been placed in public
libraries in different sections of the state. The
Surveys have also catalogued several important
historical collections, including those of Julien C.
Yonge, of Pensacola, and of St. Leo’s Academy, the
latter of which consists of more than 6,000 titles in
approximately 30,000 volumes. A Catalogue of the
collection of Mark F. Boyd, of Tallahassee, is now
in preparation.
Although we feel that the Surveys have been instrumental in creating and stimulating interest in
the care and preservation of both public and private
records, there is much yet to be done that does not
properly fall within their province and that can
only be accomplished through the co-operation of
persons and organizations interested in the preservation of historical materials. So far as public
records are concerned, the chief problem is one of
proper housing and care. As for private records,
we feel that steps should be taken to collect as many
of them as can be secured and to house them in
some Florida public depository. There is always
the possibility of their destruction by fire or other
means so long as they remain in private hands.
There is also the likelihood that they will be secured
by collectors from outside of the state. The Surveys have been instrumental in recovering the
Moseley diary after it was deposited with an outof-state institution, and in depositing the diary and
letters of Judge W. M. Ives, of Lake City, in the
State Library ; but at least one considerable collection of letters has been removed from the state
since it was inventoried. Because we believe that
immediate action on the part of some interested
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I

organization, such as the Florida Historical Society,
is advisable, we submit this report to the Manuscripts Committee with the assurance that the Surveys will cooperate with the Society to the fullest
extent in any program which it may adopt for the
collection and preservation of historical manuscripts.
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NOTES
THE HERNANDO DESOTO NUMBER

A greater interest has been shown in the DeSoto
number than in any other recent issue of the
Quarterly. With some this interest centers in the
difference of opinion which has existed since the
first study of DeSoto’s landing place was made.
While it is now almost unanimously agreed that
Tampa Bay was the harbor, the site of the Indian
village which he chose for his base and at which
he remained for five months, is still a subject of
discussion. DeSoto’s own words “en la mar" in
his letter written from the village have hitherto
done little to settle the question. (vide Quarterly
pp. 165, 175, 205.) Dr. Dorothy Dodd suggests an
interpretation which apparently has been advanced
by none of those who have examined the question
heretofore, and which seems so pertinent to Dr.
Boyd, the author of The Arrival of DeSoto’s Expedition in Florida, that he suggests others may be
interested in considering it. She says: “en la mar
seems quite reasonable when you consider that,
though describing his situation while still at the entrance, DeSoto was actually writing from the village and quite naturally used the preposition that
would accord with his present position. A person
at the head of the bay would think of distance in
terms of to the sea.”
A HISTORY

OF THE

CHURCH

PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL
IN FLORIDA

Our readers will recall several articles on the
Protestant Episcopal Church in Florida during the
British period and in later times which Reverend
Edgar L. Pennington, S.T.D. has contributed to the
After further extensive research,
Quarterly.
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through which he has brought to light much hitherto
unused historical material, Dr. Pennington has
written a history of that church in Florida from
1763 to 1892. This was published in the last issue
of Historical Magazine of the Protestant Episcopal
Church, Vol. VII. pp. 3-77.
THE RESTORATION

OF

OLD ST. AUGUSTINE

The St. Augustine Historical Program being carried out in cooperation with the Carnegie Institution of Washington and under the direction of Dr.
Verne E. Chatelain of its staff, moves steadily forward. Its plans and progress were told of in some
detail in the Quarterly of October last. A report on
the defenses of St. Augustine is being prepared for
publication, as is another comparing Spanish and
British colonial policy in Florida, with especial emphasis on the period from 1737 to 1821. An article
on the defenses will appear in an early issue of the
Quarterly, and one on other phases of the work will
follow in a later number.
OGLETHORPE BATTERY M ONUMENT

The St. Augustine Historical Society and Institute
of Science has erected a monument on Davis Shores
marking the site of the main battery from which
General James Oglethorpe shelled the fort and
town of St. Augustine during his siege of them in
1740. The monument was unveiled and dedicated
with a historical program on March 20 last. Addresses were made by Rogero T. Mickler, of St.
Augustine; Samuel Gaillard, Curator, South Carolina Historical Society; Charles D. Russell, Georgia Historical Society; and Herbert L. Kahler, National Park Service.
*
*
*
*
There has recently been published “Full Justice,
the Story of Richard Gentry and His Missouri
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Volunteers in the Seminole War.” (31 p., privately printed) This is a narrative of a cavalry regiment of seven companies raised in as many counties of Missouri by Richard Gentry, its colonel, for
service in the Seminole War. What remained of
the regiment led the attack on the concealed Indians
at the battle of Lake Okeechobee in which Colonel
Gentry and many of his men were killed. The author
is William Richard Gentry, Jr., Major, Officers
Reserve Corps, St. Louis, Missouri.
CONSTANCE

FENIMORE WOOLSON

What has Miss Woolson to do with Florida history? Do you like history? Yes or no, would you
not like a vivid glimpse of St. Augustine itself and
life there half a century or a century ago? Would
you choose to read that, or would you prefer a list
of the mayors and aldermen and the year the city
hall was built and what it cost? What is written
history? Today it is more than it was in the past.
History began with a record of rulers and their
doings. It still is that, but more and more it becomes an account of the lives of the people.
Miss Woolson looked at St. Augustine and its
natives first with the eyes of a stranger-but they
were keen eyes and understanding eyes, and she
had the literary gift of making you see what she
saw. She came in time-came with the first of the
flood in the early 1870's and saw the reality of the
old St. Augustine; and any one may see it now and
always. because she did. So she has a place in the
writing of Florida’s history; and so we note here
that during the late commencement at Rollins College an English building, a house of literature, was
dedicated to Miss Woolson and to literature in
Florida.
Though she came as a stranger, she returned
again and again as a friend, until at last she was
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almost one of us; hence we claim a share of her
fame for Florida and hold her as one of our foremost writers.
KNIGHTS

OF

COLUMBUS HISTORICAL ESSAY CONTEST

The tenth annual essay contest for a silver cup
awarded by the Florida State Council, Knights of
Columbus, was won by Jane Arthur, of St. Joseph’s
Academy, St. Augustine. The contest is open to
high school classes of the Catholic parochial schools
or academies in Florida, and to the Catholic students of other high schools in the State where there
is no parochial school. The subject for this contest was “The Life and Times of Augustine Verot,
Vicar Apostolic of Florida and first Bishop of St.
Augustine.” The essays were again judged by
Professor A. J. Hanna of Rollins College. One
hundred six students of the following schools wrote
essays: St. Theresa’s Parochial School, Coral
Gables ; St. Anastasia High School, Fort Pierce;
Gesu High School, Miami; St. James School, Orlando; St. Joseph’s Academy, St. Augustine; Our
Lady of Perpetual Help, Tampa ; Convent of Mary
Immaculate, Key West; St. Joseph’s School, Hastings ; St. Joseph’s Academy, Jacksonville ; St.
Michael’s High School, Pensacola; St. Ann-on-theLake Academy, West Palm Beach; St. Paul’s
High School, Jacksonville ; Immaculate Conception
School, Jacksonville.
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THE FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY
A district meeting of the Florida Historical Society was held jointly with the Tallahassee Historical Society there on May 21, the occasion being
the celebration of the centennial of the establishment of the Protestant Episcopal Diocese of Florida which occurred in Tallahassee in 1838. Numerous members of both societies and others heard a
historical program of carefully prepared papers
and addresses. Hugh M. Taylor, of Quincy, chose
for his subject Economic Conditions in Florida,
1840-1860; Watt Marchman told of the History,
Plans and Purposes of the Florida Historical Society; Herbert Lamson read a paper on History of
the Episcopal Church in Florida; and Mrs. Sue A.
Mahorner, State director of the Survey, spoke on
A Church Inventory Under the Supervision of the
Historical Records Survey.
*
*
*
*
A meeting of the Board of Directors was held at
Winter Park with President Chase on March 4.
Present were, Mr. Chase, Mr. Herbert Lamson, Dr.
Dorothy Dodd, Mr. Spessard L. Holland, Mrs. C.
W. Ten Eick, Mrs. F. B. Crowinshield, Mr. Watt
Marchman; together with Mrs. Roy V. Ott and Professor A. J. Hanna, former directors. A number
of matters were discussed and decisions made, but
none are ready for announcement in this issue of
the Quarterly.
*
*
*
*
The Library Committee of the Society met with
Dr. and Mrs. Albert Shaw in Winter Park on April
9. Members of the committee present, several of
whom came from a distance, were: President Chase,
Mr. Carl Alvord, Miss Olive Brumbaugh, Mr. John
C. Howard, Mr. Alfred E. Newman, Miss Winifred
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A. Herron, and Mr. Watt Marchman, Librarian of
the Society. Invited to meet with the committee
were Professor A. J. Hanna and Miss Della Frances
Northey who is library assistant on the Union Catalog of Floridiana. Other members of the committee
are Dr. Samuel G. Coe, Southern College; Mr.
Gaines R. Wilson, Miami ; Dr. Dorothy Dodd ; Mrs.
R. V. Ott, Ocala; Dr. Kathryn T. Abbey; Miss Henri
May Eddy, University of Florida; Miss Louise
Richardson, Florida State College for Women.
Dr. Shaw spoke of the value of the work being
done by the Society in preserving historical material. Mr. Marchman told of the present status of
the Society’s library, and suggested a plan for the
appointment of sub-committees for the collection of
historical material of various kinds. And Professor
Hanna and Miss Northey described the Union Catalog of Floridiana.
*
*
*
*
Mr. Marchman,, upon invitation of the Florida
Library Association spoke at their late meeting in
St. Petersburg on the reciprocal value of closer relations between the two organizations. He told of
the Society’s work and offered our cooperation in
the building-up of small or larger collections of Floridiana in local libraries, with a word on inter-library loans of Florida historical material. Also,
he explained the Society’s offer of the donation of
a file of the Quarterly (about ten years is available)
to any public library in Florida which subscribes
to future issues.
Professor Hanna read a full and carefully prepared paper on the plans, organization, and progress of the Union Catalog of Floridiana, with which
our readers are familiar.
*
*
*
*
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This is the centennial year of the meeting of Florida’s first constitutional convention, held in the
infant town of St. Joseph. In commemoration, the
October issue of the Quarterly will be a St. Joseph
Convention Number. Hence the fourth of the series
of articles on that subject is postponed until then.
*
*
*
*
Donations to the library.
Diary of John W. Phelps, May-August, 1838,
July-August, 1842. Presented by the late F. L.
Duley through his son L. S. Duley.
Full Justice, by W. R. Gentry, Jr. (see description above) Inscribed and presented by the author.
The Monitor and Albert C. Stimers. Inscribed
and presented by Mrs. Julia Stimers Durbrow.
Inventory of the County Archives of FloridaDuval County (see April Quarterly p. 290).
Authentic Memoirs of William Augustus Bowles.
(London, 1791) Typed copy. Presented by Mr.
Kenneth Bolles.
Photostats of Pensacola. Presented by Mr.
Kenneth Bolles.
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